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EDUCATION, THE NATION AND THE STATES 
The National Education Policy 2020 underestimates the problem of reconciling 

the three systems of education in India 

 Towards the end of a recent webinar on the National Education Policy 2020, a retired civil servant 

asked a question. Referring to Centre-State relations and roles in education, he asked whether the new policy 

gives the Centre a predatory role. The use of the word ‘predatory’ felt a bit sharp in the context of education, 

but the intention obviously was to ascertain whether the new policy observes federal courtesy. Even the 1986 

policy didn’t fully acknowledge the variety prevailing in provincial practices and the legacies those practices are 

rooted in. The trend has been to assume that a national system will evolve and iron out provincial variations. 

That is a strange assumption. For education to fulfil its social role, it must respond to the specific milieu in 

which the young are growing up. India has sufficient experience of attempts made from the national level to 

influence systemic realities on the ground. There is a considerable history of strong recommendations made by 

national commissions and of provincial recalcitrance. States have their own social worlds to deal with, and they 

often prefer to carry on with the ways they became familiar with in colonial days. A prime example is the 

continuation of intermediate or junior colleges in several States more than half a century after the Kothari 

Commission gave its much acclaimed report. 
 

Evolution in the provinces 

 Historically, the system of education evolved in the provinces. One hundred years ago, the Central 

Advisory Board of Education was created to co-ordinate regional responses to common issues. The ‘advisory’ 

character of this administrative mechanism meant that the Board served mainly as a discussion forum. The 

Constitution, in its original draft, treated the States as the appropriate sphere for dealing with education. But 

unlike some other federal countries, India chose to have a Ministry of Education at the Centre. Its role was not 

merely decorative or confined to coordination among differing State perspectives and practices; rather, the 

Centre was expected to articulate aims and standards, or to pave the road to nation-building and 

development. Soon after independence, a more substantial sphere of the Centre’s activities in education 

emerged in the shape of advanced institutions in professional fields and schools specifically meant for the 

children of civil servants transferable across India. Such institutions received higher investment than the States 

could afford. The same can be said for national-level resource institutions which guided policy and encouraged 

new practices. 

 Thus, concurrency was already a reality before the 1976 amendment formally included it in the 

Constitution. What it might mean after the Emergency was an open question. A decade later, when the 

national policy was drafted under a youthful leader, it emphasised national concerns and perspective without 

specifically referring to provincial practices that indicated strong divergence. Engagement with the States 

remained a function of the Planning Commission. In the meantime, a burgeoning private sector had begun to 

push both public policy and popular perceptions of education. The force of this push can be measured from 

the difference between the 1986 policy and its own action programme published six years later. Throughout 

the 1990s, those in charge of education remained hesitant to explain publicly how exactly liberalisation would 

apply to this traditionally public responsibility. The rapidly expanding and globalising urban middle class had 

already begun to secede from the public system, posing the awkward question of why education cannot be 

sold if there are willing buyers. Systemic chaos grew, leaving the policy behind. 
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Three systems 

 India now has three systems. To call them sectors would be an understatement. There is a Central 

system, running an exam board that has an all-India reach through affiliation with English-medium private 

schools catering to regional elites. Two school chains run by the Centre are part of this system. The Central 

system also includes advanced professional institutes and universities that have access to greater per capita 

funding than what their counterparts run by the States can afford. These latter ones belong to the second 

system which also features provincial secondary boards affiliating schools teaching in State languages. The 

third system is based on purely private investment. Internationally accredited school boards and globally 

connected private universities are part of this third system. These institutions represent a new level of 

freedom from state norms. 

 An explicit attempt was made under the Right to Education (RTE) Act to bridge the first two systems. 

The RTE is a parliamentary law, providing a set of standards for elementary education and a call to private 

schools to provide for social justice via the quota route. In higher education, such an attempt to balance 

private autonomy with an obligation to provide social justice is yet to be made in any palpable sense. 

Accreditation norms and recognition procedures create a semblance of public accountability. Coordination 

among the three systems has proved unmanageable, even in purely functional terms. The least we might 

expect would be a reliable mechanism to reconcile the marking standards of different Boards and universities. 

Far harder is the coordination required in adherence to social responsibilities in a period of rapid economic 

change. Inequalities have become sharper with the rise in overall prosperity. Education must mediate between 

different social strata divided by caste and economic status. The recent attempt made by Tamil Nadu to create 

a modest quota in NEET for students who attended government schools points towards an endemic problem 

exacerbated by centralisation. 
 

Social vision 

 The new policy document underestimates the problem of reconciling the three systems. The architect 

of many of our national-level institutions, the late J.P. Naik, used to say that we must ask what kind of human 

being and society we want before we draft a policy in education. Apart from that philosophical question, we 

also need a systemic vision: both for recovery from institutional decay and for future progress. Functional 

uniformity is unlikely to offer any real solution. That is what the new policy seems to favour. In higher 

education, it proposes nationally codified and administered measures to oversee institutional transformation 

across State capitals and district towns. The assumption is that old structures will melt like wax under the heat 

of an empowered vision. The idea of a monolithic regulatory architecture to control a system that is privatising 

at a rapid pace suggests a tempting impulse rather than a considered plan. Sufficient indication has existed for 

many years now that economic policy favours greater private enterprise in higher education. How to reconcile 

this push with the necessity of equitable public education is a nagging question. Similar is the question of 

autonomy; it cannot be interpreted in financial terms alone. The many different ways in which the States have 

maintained their colleges and universities cannot all be regarded as signs of a dysfunctional or failing system. If 

failure is the criterion for choice of remedy, gradations of failure will have to be determined first and their 

causes studied before remedial steps are contemplated. To accept that one size does not fit all, and then to 

push every foot into a chosen shoe takes self-contradictory parlance to a new level. 

 At the school level too, the new policy proposes a post-RTE structural shift, ignoring the fact that the 

RTE itself has not yet been fully implemented. It is useful to recall that the RTE was drafted with prolonged 

involvement with the States, not mere consultation. The consensus for such a law was no less difficult to 
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create than the formulation of its content. A vital role was played by the highest judiciary in pushing the polity 

towards recognising children’s right to be at school rather than at work. This was a historic social turn towards 

greater parity between sharply unequal strata. It might not have been accomplished if the Centre had not 

played an assertive role. Further progress of this role called for continued financial support for the 

implementation of RTE and policy guidance for the proper use of this support so that regional disparities 

diminish. 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 National Education Policy (NEP) (noun) – The 

National Education Policy, 2020 is meant to 

provide an overarching vision and comprehensive 

framework for both school and higher education 

across the country. It is only a policy, not a law; 

implementation of its proposals depends on 

further regulations by both States and the Centre 

as education is a concurrent subject. 

 underestimate (noun) – underrate, do an injustice 

to, be wrong about, play down. 

 reconcile (verb) – resolve differences between; 

settle, sort out, rectify. 

 predatory (adjective) – exploitative, greedy, 

rapacious, avaricious. 

 a bit (phrase) – somewhat; to some extent. 

 sharp (noun) – harsh, severe, ill-tempered, bitter. 

 ascertain (verb) – find out, understand, recognize, 

get to know. 

 observe (verb) – comply with, abide by, obey, 

adhere to, conform to. 

 federal (adjective) – relating to a system of 

government in which establishments such as 

states or provinces share power with a national 

government. 

 courtesy (noun) – good manners. 

 acknowledge (verb) – admit, accept, realize. 

 variety (noun) – diversity, variation, difference. 

 prevailing (adjective) – existing; prevalent. 

 provincial (adjective) – regional, territorial; 

narrow-minded, inward-looking. 

 legacy (noun) – something received from a 

predecessor or from the past. 

 (be) rooted in (verb) – embed, fix, firmly establish, 

implant. 

 evolve (verb) – develop, progress, advance 

gradually. 

 iron out (phrasal verb) – resolve, settle, set right. 

 strange (adjective) – unusual, weird, abnormal, 

atypical. 

 assumption (noun) – belief, supposition, 

expectation, speculation, conjecture. 

 milieu (noun) – environment, background, 

atmosphere. 

 influence (verb) – affect, have an effect on, 

persuade. 

 systemic (adjective) – constructional, 

organizational, constitutional. 

 on the ground (phrase) – in a situation/place 

where things are happening really/practically. 

 considerable (adjective) – substantial, 

appreciable, significant, much. 

 recalcitrance (noun) – an attitude of 

uncooperative, resistant, non-compliant. 

 carry on (phrasal verb) – continue, proceed, 

progress, keep going, get going. 

 Kothari report (noun) – one of the main 

recommendations of the National Education 

Commission popularly known as Kothari 

Commission (1964-1966) was the standardization 

of educational system on 10+2+3 pattern, across 

the country. 

 acclaimed (adjective) – lauded, praised, 

acknowledged, highly rated, well thought of, well 

received. 

 evolution (noun) – progress, advancement, 

progression, development. 

 province (noun) – territory, region, state (of a 

country). 
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 Central Advisory Board of Education (CABE) 

(noun) – The Central Advisory Board of Education, 

the oldest and the most important advisory body 

of the Government of India in education was first 

established in 1920 and dissolved in 1923 as a 

measure of economy. It was revived in 1935 and 

has been in existence ever since. 

 advisory (noun) – consultative, advising, 

counselling, assisting, helping. 

 mechanism (noun) – procedure, process, 

method/technique. 

 forum (noun) – meeting, gathering, conference. 

 sphere (noun) – an area of activity; a field of 

activity; domain, realm. 

 decorative (adjective) – non-functional. 

 perspective (noun) – outlook, viewpoint, 

approach. 

 articulate (verb) – (of an idea) express, 

communicate, state. 

 substantial (adjective) – considerable, significant, 

large. 

 pave the way/road for (phrase) – make 

preparations for, make provision for, lay the 

foundations for. 

 nation-building (noun) – nation-building is defined 

as a process which leads to the formation of 

countries in which the citizens feel a sufficient 

amount of commonality of interests, goals and 

preferences so that they do not wish to separate 

from each other. 

 concurrency (noun) – the happening/existence of 

various things at the same time; coexistence, 

coincidence. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 emphasise (verb) – draw attention to, put stress 

on, underscore, highlight. 

 divergence (noun) – difference, dissimilarity, 

variance, disparity. 

 burgeoning (adjective) – growing, increasing 

expanding, mushrooming rapidly. 

 public policy (noun) – public policy is best 

described as the broad area of government laws, 

regulations, court decisions, and local ordinances. 

 popular (adjective) – widespread, general, 

common; collective, social, societal, public. 

 hesitant (adjective) – uncertain, undecided, 

dubious, sceptical, reluctant. 

 liberalisation (noun) – removal or loosening of 

restrictions on something, typically an economic 

or political system. 

 secede (verb) – break away from, separate from, 

split with/leave. 

 chaos (noun) – disorder, disarray, turmoil, 

disorganization, disruption. 

 leave behind (phrasal verb) – omit to take, forget, 

miss, lose track of, misplace/mislay, 

 affiliation (noun) – fellowship, partnership, 

association, coalition. 

 per capita (adverb & adjective) – per person, for 

each, individually. 

 counterpart (noun) – equivalent, equal (person); 

fellow, peer. 

 affiliate (verb) – associate with, be in league with, 

unite with. 

 accredited (adjective) – recognized, licensed, 

authorized. 

 explicit (adjective) – clear, detailed, definite, 

categorical. 

 Right to Education (RTE) Act (noun) – the Right of 

Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act or 

Right to Education Act (RTE) is an Act, of the 

Parliament of India enacted on 4 August 2009 

under Article 21-A in the Constitution of India, 

which provides free and compulsory education of 

all children in the age group of six to fourteen 

years as a Fundamental Right. 

 bridge (verb) – make a difference smaller; join, 

link, connect, unite. 

 call (noun) – demand, appeal, need, necessity. 

 autonomy (noun) – independence, freedom; self 

rule, self-determination. 

 obligation (noun) – duty, responsibility, 

commitment. 

 palpable (adjective) – noticeable, appreciable, 

discernible. 
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 accreditation (noun) – authorization, permission, 

license. 

 semblance (noun) – similarity, equivalence, 

resemblance, likeness. 

 accountability (noun) – responsibility, liability, 

answerability. 

 adherence to (noun) – commitment to, 

attachment to (a clause/condition). 

 inequality (noun) – Inequality is simply defined as 

“the state of not being equal, especially in status, 

rights and opportunities; imbalance, unevenness, 

disproportion, disparity. 

 prosperity (noun) – wealth, good fortune, welfare. 

 strata plural form of stratum (noun) – level, class, 

echelon/rank. 

 endemic (adjective) – widespread, prevailing, 

usual, common, general. 

 exacerbate (verb) – aggravate, worsen, 

compound. 

 centralisation (noun) – the process of having 

functions, powers, people or things only in a 

central location or authority. 

 unlikely (adjective) – not likely, improbable, 

questionable. 

 codify (verb) – systematize, organize, arrange. 

 oversee (verb) – supervise, administer, manage. 

 empowered (adjective) – authorized, allowed, 

entitled. 

 monolithic (adjective) – inflexible, rigid, 

unchanging. 

 regulatory (adjective) – governmental, 

supervisory, organizational, controlling. 

 architecture (noun) – structure, framework. 

 impulse (noun) – (strong & sudden) urge/instinct, 

compulsion, need. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 considered (adjective) – deliberate, thought-out, 

well-advised. 

 enterprise (noun) – company, firm, organization. 

 necessity (noun) – (essential) requirement, 

prerequisite, indispensable thing. 

 equitable (adjective) – fair, impartial. 

 nagging (adjective) – persistent, continuous, 

lingering; worrying, distressing, painful. 

 interpret (verb) – explain, elucidate, clarify, make 

clear. 

 dysfunctional (adjective) – not functioning/ 

working normally or properly; troubled, unsettled, 

flawed. 

 criterion (noun) – basis, standard, norm. (criteria 

is the plural form of criterion). 

 remedy (noun) – solution, answer, 

antidote/panacea. 

 gradation (noun) – level, stage, step, degree, 

range. 

 remedial (adjective) – corrective, restorative, 

reparative. 

 contemplate (verb) – think about, consider, give 

thought to. 

 one-size-fits-all (adjective) – suitable for/used in 

all circumstances. 

 self-contradictory (adjective) – inconsistent, 

incorrect/absurd, irrational. 

 parlance (noun) – expression, vocabulary, 

language. 

 prolonged (adjective) – lengthy, extended, 

protracted. 

 consensus (noun) – an idea or opinion that is 

shared by all the people in a group, agreement, 

concurrence. 

 play a part/role (phrase) – contribute to, be 

instrumental in, be a factor in. 

 judiciary (noun) – a branch of government in 

which judicial power is vested. 

 polity (noun) – a politically organized society. 

 parity (noun) – equality, uniformity, sameness, 

consistency, evenness. 

 accomplish (verb) – achieve, complete, fulfil. 

 assertive (adjective) – confident, decisive, firm, 

determined. 

 


